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About This Game
Endless catacombs, filled with crowds of monsters!
Find useful items, restore health and mana, use your skills and magic to resist the enemies and do not fall into the trap!
Endless roguelike in the style of good old 8-bit games on the dandy. Remember your childhood - the best childhood
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This game is fun. can be difficult, but it's a bullet hell for a reason. You have several different dolls (characters) to choose from
and after you purchase them (in-game, not real money) you can cycle between the ones you have (that are still alive, at least.) It's
fun, albeit occassionally difficult.. I realy enjoyed this game. it was better then i was expecting.. If you enjoy wave based
shooting gallery bow and arrow vr games, this is one of many to choose from. After about 6 hours I'm just now on the 5th stage
of the first of two Queendoms populated with only slim, light-skinned women. It may take you more or less time to get where I
am depending on your ability to aim well, prioritize targets, dodge or repel incoming enemy missile attacks, and make good
hiring and purchase decisions between onslaught waves,
Each Queendom has 5 stages, and each stage has a minimum of four waves to complete. Scoring headshots regularly, and having
high accuracy, will increase the amount of gold you earn each wave. There are a plethora of enemy models with unique attack
types, movement, and special effects.
I definitely recommend this game in its current state if you're looking for a bow and arrow shooting gallery vr game with a
variety of enemy models and attacks, the use of roomscale for dodging or hiding behind walls to defend from incoming attacks,
a campaign with additionial stages that unlock as you complete them, and a minigame which allows you to defend your castle
with hirelings.. Killed Napoleon twice, but he came back to life. 10/10. A very interesting and esoteric little puzzle game, Starry
Midnight offers you a massive toolbox and goals to work with and offers you no guidance on how to get there - it's up to you, as
the player, to figure out how the tools you've been provided with interact in order to manipulate what you've been given to get
what you need.
You don't HAVE to play the game this way, of course - there's a lovely guide on Steam offering you charts of the processes
involved in making any given thing, but there's still joy to be found in the actual process of creating what you need, even if you
know how to make it. Think of it as being the difference between cooking with or without a cookbook.
On the writing side, Carpe Fulgur are at their absolute best again - fantastic scriptwriting combined with the game's innate
beautiful aesthetic really help the characters and world come to life. The game is let down by some hamhanded and poor writing
in the overarching story aspect - especially with the game's endings - but this is very much an unavoidable problem with the
original script rather than any fault in localization.
Honestly speaking, though, the overarching story is such a small part of the game compared to the character writing and
development that it doesn't hold the game back much at all (and, indeed, I think my bewildered reactions to the game's attempt
at 'twists' provided me much enjoyment in their own right.) There's a lot to love about Starry Midnight, and I think it makes a
good rainy day game.
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To put this succinctly as possible, this game sucks and its main characture is of such a rabidly intolorant characture as to make
this game a distinct displeasure. If I had met such a person as this Eymerich in person, in real life, I would rather see him dead
than suffer him.. Worst port i have ever seen, not worth the money. The graphics and the gameplay is awful.. good for bench
marking. Spent several hours running through the current content, had quite a bit of fun! Developer is actively involved with the
community in finding and fixing reported bugs as soon as possible, always a +1 in my book. Very much enjoy the artwork, it's
charming and colourful and a nice change of pace from most other games. Will be watching this game develop with interest..
The save system is BUSTED and you could potentially lose all your game data upon relogging!!!
UPDATE 3\/6: the developers have gone MIA and haven't provided any news in the past month - go get Titan Quest or
Grim Dawn or anything else, this game has pretty much lost all its potential and credibility for the time being.
UPDATE 2\/9: while it isn't entirely fixed, saving has been made much more secure since last patch:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/568190\/announcements\/detail\/240217180982147571
simple hack n' slash ARPG with shades of Monster Hunter + Torchlight:

Quest-hub style town sanctuary
Instanced areas - no open world
4 person online multiplayer lobbies
PROS
+ Wave System is a wet dream for people who enjoy grinding. you kill enemies until a bar fills up which spawns wave
after wave of mobs - kill non-stop to spawn more waves with slot machine style RNG.
+ visual progression for equipment - both armor and weapons.
CONS
- itemization is extremely basic. all weapons and armor are just stat sticks in the worst way with no unique properties.
each class can only wield one type of weapon and wear one type of armor.
- limited character customization. the few skills in game are very boring and there is no variety as the skill trees are
restricting\/small. the skill scaling is utter trash (when putting points into skills, their CD goes up ludicrous amounts...
you also can't progress in the tree unless you have invested a minimum of 3 points in the previous skill in the tree) and
you will be autoattacking pretty much everything.
- the attack animations feel sluggish and not impactful, you also can't change direction of your swing\/cast mid
combo. some animations are just straight up bad and put you in horrible positioning (assassin's regular auto-attack
chain causes you to jump around the entire goddamn map into telegraphed attacks).
- disassembling items is extremely tedious as you can only break down 10 at a time
- multiplayer is basically nonexistent and you can't trade items at all (good luck if you are hosting hoping a random
player will join. you literally can't do\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665while you are at the lobby screen
except wait for someone level appropriate to join as quests have a minimum level threshold).
- game cannot be played offline. character data is saved to their server, and you can actually "lose connection to
server" while doing things only concerning your character (such as disassembling items).
- main story quests and side quests are extremely basic\/repetitive, which is fine for an ARPG (killing x number of
mobs); but, the collection quests suck\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665(there is no toggle to pick up quest items only,
so you have to pick up everything and deal with your limited inventory space or click the items on the ground
manually in a sea of trash loot).
- no named or unique mobs. no enemies with special properties.
- you can't change the keybindings for hotkeys and the controls are unresponsive at times - moving skills\/items on
and off the hotbar is tedious and unintuitive (you have to drag an item back to your bag or a skill back to the talent
tree page just to remove them from the bar).
- you can't skip the stupid intro screens and it is loud as all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 regardless of your audio
settings for the game.
- inept devs rarely respond or address pressing issues in a timely manner - tbh, this is probably what will hurt the game
the most. nothing is transparent until after the fact\/frustration.
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early access content is geared for level 55 atm with nothing to offer past that. I think the game can be good, but it
will require a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 load of fixing - that being said it is pretty fun if you enjoy mindlessly
grinding mobs, farming for insignificant loot, and holding right-click to autoattack all day. I would have refunded it
by now if I could have - save your $25 dollars and literally go buy anything else; there are plenty of finished, polished
games you could get that are better than this mediocre early access title.. Loved this game and it brings a certain
Nestalga remembering when I was young. I still love and will always love these games and the Devs.
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